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TRAUMA

Trauma is a person’s emotional response
to being exposed to distressing or life-
threatening situations, and can have a
harmful effect on a person’s sense of
well-being.

trau·ma
/ˈtroumə,ˈtrômə/

Trauma

But traumatic events may also result
from an on-going situations such as:

FIGHT
BACK

FREEZE
& SUBMIT

Traumatic events tend to be sudden and
unpredictable, like an auto accident,
military combat or the loss of a loved one.
They can be anything that causes bodily
injury to oneself or to others.

Being physically, sexually or
emotionally abused, or assaulted
Having a family member with
mental health or substance abuse
problems that create emotional
problems for you
Experiencing bullying, racism or
other forms of discrimination
Living in poverty

These responses are
built into us as
protective mechanisms.
They are not a reflection
of your character or
your strength; they are
your body’s effort to
protect your life.

Any of these situations can feel sudden and unpredictable even if
they happen on a daily basis. All of them can cause fear, anxiety,
or a feeling of being out of control. Trauma can create a need to
be on alert at all times.

RUN (!)
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FROM
THE



TRAUMA

In some situations,
once the danger is past, the body settles
down, and those feelings fade over time.
But in other situations, the reactions stick
around and keep you always looking out
for the next dangerous situation.

trau·ma
/ˈtroumə,ˈtrômə/

Trauma

Over time, the stress can lead to things
like:

If the trauma isn’t taken care of, the stress may keep a person angry,
depressed or anxious. And if there is no one to talk to about the
trauma, some people try to cope by numbing the pain through:

...CONTINUED

Whatever your reaction in the
moment, the lasting effects
may  leave you feeling:

SHOCKED IN DANGER

AFRAIDANGRY & 
AGGRESSIVE

POWERLESS CONSTANTLY
ON THE LOOK OUT

problems with sleep
physical pain
personal relationships

Using alcohol & other drugs
Using sex
Over working
Acting out violently
Living dangerously or taking unhealthy risks

Most of the time the person doesn’t realize that the root of these
behaviors is the trauma that still lives in their brain and body.



People also ask
What do triggers mean?
What are examples of triggers?
How do people react to triggers?
Are triggers associated with trauma?

TRIGGERS

The word “trigger” is often used when we
talk about trauma. It is a very descriptive
word, because when a person with a
trauma history gets triggered, their
emotions and even their body react very
quickly. This is because there is something
in the environment that reminds them of
the trauma. 

trig·gers
/ˈtriɡərs/ Triggers

Some examples of triggers

Reactions to triggers may include:
anxiety or panic
anger or aggression
feeling numb & unable to move

ANY
COMBINATION
OF THE THESE

Situations can be triggering, such as:

witnessing
aggression

experiencing
sexual

harassment
feeling
judged

someone
getting too
close to you

too much
time alone

approaching
anniversary
of some kind

SOUND SMELL

A WORD
TONE OF
VOICE

withdrawal
depression



AWARENESS

Awareness is using your senses to focus
your attention on something you’re feeling,
noticing or studying (a way of gaining
knowledge).

The number of senses you use is up to
you and affects how much information you
can collect and use. The only way to get
information from the world around us is by
using our senses (seeing, hearing, touching,
smelling and tasting). By becoming more
aware of ourselves and the world around us
we can develop an ability to choose.

a·ware·ness
/əˈwernəs/ Awareness

You can also gain awareness
by talking to others who
witnessed your trauma, or had
similar traumatic experiences.
It can also be helpful to find a
person that you trust who can
give you honest feedback
about how you are behaving,
thinking, or feeling.

FLASHBACKS

Flashbacks are moments of suddenly and
vividly remembering or feeling a traumatic
event as if it is happening right now. 

Flashbacks can include any of the senses.
The person experiencing a flashback can
literally see or hear or feel the situation or
past event as if it is happening right now.
Or the person may re-experience the
same emotions that they felt during the
trauma, such as:

flash·backs
/ˈflaSHˌbaks/ Flashbacks

abandonmentfear
despair helplessness


